Dear Students & Parents,

On Monday 30th March, an information night for all students attending the 2015 Gamilaraay trips (G11, G12 and G13) will be held. This is a compulsory event for all those intending on travelling to Northern NSW this year. It is hoped that interested parents can also attend as it may enhance future discussions on the experience.

The G-Staff team will be presenting slideshows and an overview of the trip, as well as briefly explaining the goals, philosophies and practicalities about the Gamilaraay experience and the legacy being inherited which, no doubt, will be built upon.

Finally, a brief explanation of each of the schools we have a relationship with should then allow participants to make informed decisions about which region they would like to visit and inevitably serve. This will be followed by a regional meeting closer to departure in which past G-trippers will offer region-specific advice and enthusiasm.

Could you please RSVP to George Huitker (george.huitker@radford.act.edu.au) by 23 March.

We look forward to seeing you all there

The G-Team

Lindy Braithwaite, Mark Gannon, George Huitker, Linda Milligan, Dylan Mordike, Kath Notley & Kim Stonham.